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Beck to Analyse Theory of Value in Kant's Phios.

Dr. Lewis W. Beck, Associate Professor of Philosophy at Duke University, will speak to the University Book Club at 7 p.m. on November 22 in the Common Room. The subject of his lecture will be "Kant's "Critique of Pure Reason". He will be on leave from Duke University. He was a student of Prof. Martin Foss at Princeton, and in the fourth decade of his career, he went on to say, although he is infantile in some respects, any elevation team. According to Dr. Beck, he has contributed to the Journal of Philosophy. Professor Beck is a native of Philadelphia, and he has been at Harvard University during the last twenty years. He is a member of the American Philosophical Association, and is the author of two books, "The Theory of Value", and "The Critique of Pure Reason".

Blackburn Urges Individual Talent In Creating Art

Goodhart, Common Room, December 1: 1. Featuring the elements of "Moments," a film in art from the academic schools. Professor Morris Vinet has described the film as having "Creative Aspects of Painting". The film shows Miss Blackburn's scenes on display; more are being exhibited at present at the Philadelphian are expected to receive a good price for their work. Mr. Blackburn's efforts to create a masterpiece are fine, and we are being shown a film of his efforts.

Don't Run a Mile: A Card's on File

Take note, hungry Bryn Mawr-tons! It will soon be possible to go to the Soda Fountain, purchase a "card" for all credit purchases, and have it valid for any purpose. The card will be valid for one year, and may be kept on file at the Sodas. They will be available for cash, as well as on credit. Sally We Ushenko and Dorothy Bunch will represent the Student Council on behalf of the students. We are looking forward to this new service, which we hope will be a great success.

Bunch to Discuss UN Problems

Mr. Ralph J. Bunch will speak on "The United Nations and the Problems of the Third World" at the Bryn Mawr Assembly on Current Affairs, on Thursday, December 11, at 7:30 p.m. in Goodhart Hall. Mr. Bunch is the Director of the United Nations, and the Foreign Nations of the U.S. He was on the Palestine Commission this summer and before that on the United Nations Division of the State Department.

Coffee Now Served in Taplo To Drown Mid-Morning Blues

Midmorning "bunner" problems solved! "Coffee in War" for so far only a dream is now a reality thanks to the new "Coffee Fund" set up in the Student Senate. There are no problems at all in the enterprise, no nickels or dimes roll up in the main hall of Taylor, as the students will find. The faculty pays cash when they buy. The Coffee Fund is necessary for behind-the-counter work. In fact you don't even need to use "bunner" words such as "kibbs", i.e. change.
During the past month there has been a general appeal for a unifying interest in campus activities, a search for an outlet for creative instincts. Many suggestions have been presented but one 'made-to-order' solution has been over looked: the Bryn Mawr Alumnae Drive.

The Drive committee wants to raise money, but has not found an answer. Several models have been considered: the typical Bryn Mawr Girl Stem fixed in your mind, though she may vary somewhat from the original image. I had been warned that she would be blue-stocking and horn-rimmed, but that did not phase me since horn-rims can be more fashionable nowadays (look! I'm bewailing my 20/20 vision) and various colored stockings add a touch of style. My conception was considerably worse. In her worst form, the BMT is an incredible specimen of over-developed brains and an under-developed body. She was glum, but to be sure, she was steel-rimmed, and her hair was either straight or permanently curled, while her back curved under the books she perpetually clutched to her breast. For beauty she could only rival Lena, but she was a paragon of wisdom. She outlined, understood, and remembered. She was a pure scholar, she could quote Herodotus from the Greek or from any other primary source to prove a point. The only man who had ever convinced her was Zenon, or Samuel Johnson, Sir Isaac Newton, or Nehruchadze, and she would probably consider several if they were not so very beautiful and awfully solemn. I hope that there would be one or two other painted huskies, fiddleheads birchbark hats, and a taste for stupidly expensive gowns and an eye perpetually peeled for an attractive man. I should not have feared, for even the Dartmouth author, who knows how to make a man, has not found enough "feminine charm" to make a BMT "hyper·creditable" and that "although definitively on the sophisticated side, girls of the BMT sort are girls -- these are just a little smarter."

Cartoonists

There are a number of male authors who have never attended Bryn Mawr. They have a clear conception of the BMT, possibly inspired by some alumnae's acquaintance. Most of us know a beak-nosed, black-haired, one of those amorphous representatives of the battle between the sexes, who deprecates a 'female face' kicking heels in the living-room. She is surrounded by a circle of entranced gentlemen while an irate wife speaks to the lot of ladys standing in a circle, near: "She's all I know about Bryn Mawr."

In the Penn West airport is the Carl Ross cartoon of a set of eyes outside the library. Taylor tower rises and the Lyons building in the background in all of which an eye is peering. Do you suppose, cluster around a clutched girl in the fore·

"The Renunciation of a Individual"

"The Bryn Mawr Sophomore who rec Antasnostics on the Campus."

There are a number of male authors who have never attended Bryn Mawr. They have a clear conception of the BMT, possibly inspired by some alumnae's acquaintance. Most of us know a beak-nosed, black-haired, one of those amorphous representatives of the battle between the sexes, who deprecates a 'female face' kicking heels in the living-room. She is surrounded by a circle of entranced gentlemen while an irate wife speaks to the lot of ladys standing in a circle, near: "She's all I know about Bryn Mawr."

In the Penn West airport is the Carl Ross cartoon of a set of eyes outside the library. Taylor tower rises and the Lyons building in the background in all of which an eye is peering. Do you suppose, cluster around a clutched girl in the fore·
Vocat. Committee Plans Science Tea

The first Vocational Committee tea of the year will be held on Tuesday, November 20, in the Common Room of Goodhart. This tea is the first to be held in response to the poll conducted earlier this season in the field of science that the aid of hockey sticks overwhelmed Tea will be served at 4:30 and discussion in the field of science that the aid of hockey sticks overwhelmed Tea will be served at 4:30 and discussion in the field of science.

Plans Science Tea

Vocat. Committee Plans Science Tea

NOTICES

N. S. A.

On Thursday, November 20, Bryn Mawr ratified the NSA constitution by a vote of 496 to 89% of the undergraduate body voted, 93% for and 7% against ratification. Ten cents will be added to the Common Treasury dues to cover regional and national NSA dues.

Common Treasury Dues
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Ellis Hockey Skill Overcomes 8M Team

Continued from Page 1

Only a few of the Bryn Mawr players were able to overtake an English player. Every member of the English team was outstanding in her own position, but especially the center forward, Joan Arkell, who scored nine of the 24 goals. Others scoring were Barbara Wood 6, Joan Cummins 6, Peggy Sulman 2, Pat. Curtis 1, Peggy Lodge 1.

This was the thirteenth game for the English team, and in these 13 games they have scored a total of 174 goals with only 4 goals scored against them. On November 80 they defeated the Ali-American learn 8-0.

The line-ups of the teams were as follows:

England

Bryn Mawr

Lodge RW Stone
West RI Parker
Arkell CF Boas
Cummins LJ Hay
Dick LW Winslow

For the next meeting of the United Nations Student Council, the IRC clubs of Haverford and Bryn Mawr and the language clubs are jointly giving a party for the foreign students of both colleges, and also Villanova, on Friday night, December 6, at Wyndham, from 8:30 to 12:00. A program of dancing, games and refreshments will not only give the foreign students an opportunity to mix with and meet Americans, but it will also introduce the American students of the respective clubs to an interesting, cosmopolitan social atmosphere.

In addition to this party, the United Nations Student Council plans further to provide sightseeing tours to points of special historical interest and around Philadelphia, so the foreign students can learn more from America than courses alone offer.